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aerodynamic III/2/4-5
dynamic I/2/14
initial II/6/5,7
pulse II/6/12,14,27,30,33
see also Indicial loading
Loads see Aerodynamic forces
Local linearisation method II/9/2,20-23,31,35,41
Logarithmic
circuit IV/5/16-17
decrement III/6/30,31: III/7/12,32:
IV/3/19-20: IV/5/10,15-17
increment III/7/25-6
spiral IV/5/15
### Longitudinal-symmetric motion

- LOrentz coordinates
- Lumped parameter method

### Mach number, critical

- buzz
- control surface flutter
- lateral control
- models
- janel flutter
- powered controls
- root bending moment
- sonic theory
- stallng flutter
- wing flutter
- wing stiffness requirements

### Magnetic analysis method

- Magnetic tape

### Magnetic tape

- Manoeuvrability, rolling

### M.6:

- added to small models
- and spring systems
- distribution
- equivalent
- generalised
- ratio
- Manoeuvring
- aileron
- blades
- control surfaces and tabs
- failure of support
- pre-flight calculations
- test apparatus

### Mathieu functions

- admittance concept
- automatic processes
- damping effect on resonance
- dynamic stability
- flutter problems
- general application
- generalised forces
- panel flutter
- static aeroelastic phenomena
- structural influence coefficients
- Maxwell model
- Membrane

### Mirrors

- Optical

### Missiles

- missile method
- profiles
- missiles

### Modal methods

- uses of I/INTRO/42

### Models

- buzz
- construction IV/Chapter 7
- control surfaces
- failure IV/9/5
- falling body
- flexible
- flutter
- high-speed
- history of types
- instabilities
- layouts
- light-weight
- low-aspect-ratio
- low-speed
- materials
- mathematical
- mathematical
- similarity IV/Chapter 6
- sledge-carried IV/Chapter 9
- support IV/6/6
- small, ground testing
- thermalastic IV/7/22
- transonic

### Modes

- adjacent
- all-moving tailplane
- branch
- choice of
- deformation
- propeller-rotor
- control surfaces
- damping effects
- definitions
- determination
- excitation
- flexural, of missile
- natural
- normal
- calculation
- definition
- errors
- excitation
- properties
Oscillations
- bending V/5/10-11,26
- control surface V/5/26-54
- decaying IV/3/5,15-19,23: IV/5/10-14:
  IV/10/16-21
- flapping II/10/28
- flutter IV/5/18-20
- forced V/5/41,46
- harmonic II/2/8-9: III/4S/7,9: III/6/1:
  V/5/5
- modes, definitions II/10/4
- "POGO" I/8/19,65
- pure pitching V/5/6-10,15-21
- quasi-periodic V/5/32,33
- relaxation I/6/33-4
- self-excited V/5/6,22-6,41-2,46-7,50
- short-period V/6/44
- sinusoidal IV/5/4: V/5/16,18,28,33,34
- small II/7/65-8
- types of 1/6/35

Oscillator, electronic IV/2/10: IV/5/26
- Oscilloscopes IV/5/14-16,21,26,52,53: IV/8/3
- Every ellipsoid II/7/46

Panel flutter I/INTRO/25: II/9/42,49-51:

Perturbation methods I/6/7-16
- Phase-angle sweep IV/3/10-11
- Phase criterion 1/4/15
- Phase-plane method I/6/3-7
- Phase portraits I/6/3-7,31,32
- Phase resonance, excitation at IV/5/26-31
- Phase-shifting network IV/1/515,21,49,53
- Phase stabilisation III/8/27
- Pick-ups IV/2/10: IV/Chapter 5: IV/7/25

Piston theory
- automatic processes III/4S/8
- general II/1/15-17: III/1/14: III/4/7-9
- hypersonic II/4/46: II/9/18-19,24-5,40
- panel flutter III/Chapter 7: III/Chapter 7S
- sonic II/2/41
- supersonic II/2/18-19: II/10/16,43: III/2/49

Pitching axis V/5/18,20
- Pitching moment
  - aeroelastic effects III/2/17,22,24
  - derivatives II/10/24,25-33,45,46: II/11/7
- Planforms
  - effect on flutter V/2/5-15,20
  - optimum V/1/7,9
- Plastic behaviour I/7/6
- Plate theory III/2/45-6: III/7S/49

Plates
- ablating I/7/37-8
- thermoelasticity I/7/12,15-16,21-7
- vibration and stiffness I/7/30-38
- see also Panel flutter

Plotter, automatic III/4S/29
- Plunging wing II/Chapter 6
- "POGO" oscillation I/8/19,65
- Possio's equation II/10/10
- Potential energy, minimum I/2/3

Potential flow theory
- general II/1/9-10: II/5/1
- in flutter prediction V/5/36-40,43
- in panel flutter III/7/10: III/7S/45,46
Potential functions II/Chapter 8
Potentiometers IV/7/25
Power plant, representation of III/9/3-4
Powered controls
buzz prevention III/5/11
control rotation frequency V/6/32
flutter V/Chapter 4
impedance measurement I/1/24: IV/Chapter 4
non-linearity I/6/2: III/1/7,8
special problems I/INTRO/45: III/5/6
Prandtl number IV/6/26
Pressure
difference, formulae III/2/31-2
differential (panels) III/7S/49,51,52
distribution, measurements I/10/23
dynamic
and stiffness ratio IV/8/10,12
at control reversal III/3/2,7-8,12,17-18
at divergence III/2/24,51-2
compatibility and swep V/1/1-23
panel flutter III/7/15-17,20: III/7S/18,30-45
loading II/9/24,25
perturbation I/5/6-7
plotting IV/5/43,44-6
Pressure potential procedure I/5/31-3
Prolate spheroid III/7/46
Propellant dynamics I/Chapter 8
Propeller flutter III/Chapter 9
Proper vectors I/4/5
Prototype flutter investigation III/1/14-15,17
Pulsation see Frequency, angular
Quasi-static
approximation III/7/6,7,29
definition I/INTRO/5
derivatives I/INTRO/10,38-9: III/1/15
effects III/2/23,17,23:
stiffness I/3/24
tility III/6/1: III/7S/10,49
"Raft" mounting IV/5/41,42
Raked wing II/10/43,44
Ramberg-Osgood equation I/7/6
Ranges, aeroballistic IV/6/21
Rayleigh-Ritz method
flutter equations II/5/9-11
general I/2/3-5
in automatic processes III/4S/4
panel flutter III/7/4: III/7S/5,25
static aeroelastic phenomena III/2/24
Rayleigh's principle I/2/3: I/4/11-12:
III/6/19,26
Reaction, measurement of IV/5/32-46
Real-gas effects II/9/28
Receptivity relations (Maxwell's) II/6/46-7:
III/2/25-6: I/1/4,5,6,7,10
Record analysis IV/9/10-13
Recording see Data recording
Rectifier IV/5/50
Reference axes I/1/1-3
Relaxation modulus I/7/5

Representation
of aerodynamic forces I/INTRO/9-12
of controls I/INTRO/8
of damping I/INTRO/8-9
of structure I/INTRO/5-9: I/2/1
of structural deformation I/Chapter 1
of suspension, in ground tests I/4/51-62
= non-rigid I/INTRO/6
Resonance
ampStude I/4/9
curves I/4/8-10,19-20: IV/3/7-9,10
effect of damping I/Chapter 3
many degrees of freedom I/3/21-37
modes I/INTRO/6,7: I/4/51-60
phase I/3/20,23,33-3: I/4/9,19-20,80-81
position of IV/10/10-14
principle I/3/31-5
pseudo: I/3/33-5
single-degree-of-freedom I/3/15-21
testing in flight I/INTRO/35
Resonance tests see Ground resonance tests
Response
amplitude I/4/19
calculations, in practice III/Chapter 4
curves IV/5/23
dynamic III/4/26-35
forced I/3/35-7
indicial II/6/2,4,14,15,30,33,38,50
jacks IV/4/1
measurement IV/8/2: IV/10/21-3
prediction III/Chapter 1
quadrature IV/2/19,20
to atmospheric turbulence III/4/33-5
to single impulse III/4/29-33
Restrain, variable I/5/35-4
Reversal, control I/INTRO/19,22-3: III/1/2:
III/3/2,6-7,18: V/1/1-10
Reverse flow theory I/5/15: I/6/46:
II/8/37: III/2/49
Reynolds number effects I/INTRO/11:
IV/6/6-7: IV/8/12: V/5/15,20,21,25
Riemann's method II/2/28-30
Rigid-body freedoms III/1/12,15
Rigids II/4/35-42
Rigidity see Stiffness
Ring analysis I/7/18-19
Ritz-averaging method I/6/16
Rivet slip I/6/1,2: I/1/7
Rocket impulse units I/4/29-30: IV/10/23-5
see also: Excitation
Rocket models IV/6/20-21,23: IV/Chapter 9
Rocket tests
buzz V/5/43
Rockets, liquid dynamics I/8/15-19,62,65-6
Rolling
manoeuvrability V/1/6-8
moment III/2/17: III/3/8,13
Root, wing
fixed V/2/33,37
freedom V/2/40-44
lift distribution III/7/3-7
Rotor flutter III/Chapter 9
Rotors, non-rigid III/9/13-18
Rudder see Fin and rudder
Safety factor, flutter IV/6/27
Safety margins IV/8/12
Saint Venant torsion I/1/5: IV/7/16
Sand method, vibration testing I/4/76
Scale factors IV/6/4
Schmitt trigger circuit IV/5/30,49
Secondary effects, structural I/2/14
Second-order theories II/9/34-8
Self-excitation IV/5/27-31,42-4
Sensor-actuators IV/4/20: IV/3/11-14,27
Sensors I/5/41-6
Separation
  effect on unsteady forces II/9/38
  localised III/1/7
  models IV/6/7
  panels III/7/23
  shock-induced III/5/3,10,11: V/5/21, 30,31,42,48,53
  slender wings II/7/61-74
  stalling flutter II/9/51-3: V/5/14-15
Servo controls III/4/11-12: III/5/13,15,16: III/Chapter 8
Shakers I/3/31-6: IV/2/4,11-14-18: IV,7/25
Shapes, natural
  definition I/4/4
  determination of I/4/25,35-6
  excitation of I/4/14-16
  blades I/4/85
  suspension effects I/4/60-61
Sheet-and-stringer structures, thermoelasticity I/7/17
Shear
  conical III/7/33: III/7S/47,55
  conical III/7S/43
  cylindrical III/7/23-33: III/7S/7-8,14,15, 41,54,55
  steel III/7S/43
  thickness requirements III/7/25,26,29, 30,32,41
  vibration analysis I/2/15
Shock-wave boundary-layer interaction V/5/2,8,40-41
Shock waves
  effect on buzz V/5/40-43
  effect on panel flutter III/7/22
Short-period oscillation III/1/12
Similarity
  parameters IV/6/4,6-25-6: IV/7/12-13:
  IV/8/7
  relations III/1/18
  requirements IV/Chapter 6: IV/7/12-13:
  IV/8/7
Simulators, flutter III/1/13,15
Sine curves IV/3/11-14,21
Singularity
  logarithmic II/3/33-4: II/4/24-31
  vortex II/7/61
Sinusoidal
  forcing IV/4/3: IV/8/3: IV/10/5
  generators IV/5/51-2
  oscillations IV/5/14: V/5/16,28,33,34
  "Skeleton line" technique II/10/8
  Skin thickness V/2/22
Sled-carried models IV/6/20-21: IV/Chapter 9
Slender-body theory
  general II/1/19: II/Chapter 7: III/1/14: III/4/6
  static aeroelastic phenomena III/2/49
  thickness effects II/9/33-8
Slender-wing theory
  comparison with experiment II/10/30,43
  general III/4/6
  indicial aerodynamics II/6/6,7,32-3,36
  thickness effects II/9/33-8
Slotted tunnels II/10/40-41
"Slow oscillation" assumption III/7/17
Small perturbation method II/1/11: II/5/5: II/8/3
Snaking I/INTRO/20,44
Sommerfeld radiation II/2/10,21
Sonic flow
  two-dimensional theory II/2/33-41
  three-dimensional theory II/Chapter 4
Spars, model IV/7/16,17-18,20-21
Splitter-plate V/5/51,52
Spoilers
V/1/7: V/5/41,42,52-3
Spray, propellants I/8/21-2
Spring
  bearings IV/5/8,37
  constraints III/2/20
  constant IV/5/10,20,25,34
  rate (stiffness) IV/6/6,17,19
  tab IV/6/2,39: III/7/8: III/5/1,14-16:
  V/6/53
Spring support technique V/2/40
Springs
  calibrated IV/1/22
  elastic II/4/3-15
  stabilized (of oscillations) IV/5/29,30,31
Stability
  analysis III/8/13
  boundaries
  helicopter blades III/10/17
  panels III/7/35,38-41: III/7S/15,19,20, 24,7,33,39,52
  propulsion III/9/8-9
  supersonic thin wing II/9/14
  calculations IV/6/29-32
  conditions III/8/25-8
  definitions I/INTRO/14-17
  determinant I/5/37-41
Stagnation point, choice of II/8/38-42
Stagnation pressure and temperature IV/6/12-17
Stalling flutter see Flutter
Static aeroelastic phenomena II/Chapter 2:
  III/Chapter 3: V/Chapter 1
Static balance V/3/11-12,17,18-20,22-3,28
Static margin V/6/47
Steady-state solution I/4/9
Steady-state stresses III/4/30
Step-by-step methods, non-linear problems I/6/23-4
Stick jerking I/INTRO/35
Stiffness
  aerodynamic III/1/17
  all-moving tailplanes V/4/15-21
  beams I/7/30-38
  bending III/5/6: III/8/6
  compensation I/4/76-83
Target towing III/7/37
Telemetry IV/10/26
Temperature distribution in structure I/7/1
Test functions III/4/14-16
Tests
  equipment IV/1/11-26: IV/2/4-14:
  full-scale I/INTRO/35-6,42
  impedance IV/Chapter 4
  techniques IV/2/14-21: IV/Chapter 5
  types I/INTRO/42
  vibration IV/1/23-6
  see also Model tests. Ground resonance tests
Theodorsen function II/2/15: II/6/14;21,22:
III/6/30: VI/7/G/2-4
Theory
  comparison with experiment II/Chapter 10:
  III/1/22,24-6: III/9/14-16: IV/10/25
  Thermal stresses I/INTRO/41: I/2/1: I/7/10-16,
  32-4: III/4/25: V/1/10
Thermistors IV/5/30
Thermoelectricity I/Chapter 7
Thickness effects (aerofoil) II/Chapter 8: II/Chapter 9: V/2/15-16:
V/5/9-10,31,43,48
Thrust, propeller III/9/11-12
Thrust orientation III/8/1,2,14-28
Thrust rods IV/2/14,15,16
Time parameter I/4/2
Torque motor III/8/21
Torque tube I/5/27-9
Transducers IV/1/19: IV/2/12:
IV/9/6: IV/10/23
Transfer Function Analysers (TFA) IV/4/13
Transfer functions III/1/21: III/6/31-2: III/8/22,26
Transients I/4/35-40: IV/3/5,16-23: IV/5/13,17,18:
IV/9/13-14: IV/10/17-28
Transonic effects
  control surface flutter V/3/29: V/4/15
  wing flutter V/2/3-4,11,15,16,25
Transonic flow
  comparison of theory with experiment
  II/10/14,35-42
  derivatives II/11/30-32
  general II/1/12-13,17
  incorrect data III/5/9-11
Trigger circuit IV/5/30,49
T-tail
  derivatives II/11/60,62
  flutter II/1/16: III/1/16: III/5/7:
  V/3/24: V/4/19-20
  models IV/7/8,13: IV/8/6
Tuned systems IV/5/22,4-31: IV/10/17-29,21
Turbulence, atmospheric III/4/33-5: III/9/23-3:
IV/10/3-4
  see also Gusts
Twist, axis of III/1/2
Twisting moments III/2/15,20
Two-mode analysis III/7/16,24: III/7S/39,
45,49,51,52
Two-root procedure III/45/14-15,21
Tyres, interference from III/5/12
Unsteady theory II/Chapter 8: III/6/30
U-shaped interconnections V/4/20-1
Valves (powered controls) I/5/11-17,23-7:
IV/4/2-7,15-18
Vane, auxiliary oscillating IV/10/15
Variational method I/2/5,12,13
Vector response plot IV/10/12-13
"Vectorial analysis" technique IV/10/5,7-14
Velocity measurement, models IV/9/3-4,5-6
Velocity potential
  delta wings II/4/74-8
  expansion III/5/13-14,51-5
  in half-space II/5/11-29
  in whole space II/5/30-31
  low-aspect-ratio wings II/4/69-78,98-102
  method II/2/10-15
  perturbation II/7/6,8,10,12,14-16,17-18,61
  rectangular wings II/4/36-68
  wing-body combinations II/4/78-98
Vibration
  analysis I/4/31-40
  by inversion (magnetic analysis) I/4/35-40
  graphical I/4/32-3-5
  spectral I/4/32-3
  beams I/7/30-38
  engine III/5/2,3
  ground testing I/Chapter 4
  plates I/7/30-38
  propeller III/5/2,3
  still-air III/6/22-5
  structures I/Chapter 2
  thermally induced II/7/30-32
  types of III/5/2-3
  wind-induced V/5/25
  "Vector", flutter tests III/4/33
  Virtual Work principle I/1/15-16,19-20:
  I/7/8-9: III/2/4
  Viscoelastic behaviour I/7/4-6
Viscosity
  air, effect on derivatives II/11/2
  propellants I/8/26-7,72
  von Mises method see Mines
Vortex distribution method II/15-18
Vortex generators III/5/10: V/5/53
Vortex lattice theories II/9/30
Vortex position and strength II/7/62-5,68
VTOL III/9/1,12,13,21-2
Wagner-Kappus Torsion-Bending Theory I/1/5
Wagner's function II/611: II/8/13: III/4/31,32
Wake
  finite II/1/15
  functions II/8/25-34
  line II/8/5,7,12
  vortices II/8/11
Wattmeter IV/5/52-3
Wave equation II/1/10-11
Waves
  standing II/2/2: III/7/32,47,55
  travelling II/7/23-5,33-7: III/7/11,20,32,
41,47,55
Wavy walls II/9/45,49,51,52: III/7/5/11-12
control circuit V/4/1,7,14-15
derivative IV/5/4,28
determination of I/INTRO/8
distribution, wing III/3/5
effect on wing flutter V/2/14,17,23-26,7
elastic IV/5/8
errors in data III/5/11-12
fin III/5/7,8
in flutter prevention I/INTRO/36,37
measurement of IV/1/1: IV/4/15: IV/7/23
non-linearities I/5/41-51
plates I/7/30-38
propellers III/9/9-9
requirements III/254: III/I/16,17: V/3/I8
scale IV/6/8-17,20,21,22,23: IV/7/13
springs I/3/8-9
static, definition IV/4/17
structural III/1,14
tests III/I/6: III/123
torsional III/I/8: III/5/6:
IV/8/10-11
Still-air tests IV/5/I2,22,30,37
Strain
components I/I/7,8,19
energy I/I/8-10,19: I/2/2-4
Strain-gauge
beams IV/I/19-23: IV/7/25
pick-ups IV/5/47: IV/8/2,3
Stress formulation I/7/7-8
Strip derivatives II/I/4-7: III/I/17-18:
III/4/4-5: V/I/6
Strip theory
general II/I/19: II/I/2: III/4/4-5
in approximate formulae V/I/6
indicital aerodynamics II/I/27,53
panel flutter III/I/11,13,14: III/7/83
propellers III/I/10
validity III/45/10
\* with three-dimensional effects II/I/5-15
Structural
deflection I/Chapter 1: III/Chapter 8
efficiency IV/6/8-17,20,21
parameters III/I/24
Structural aspects of aeroelasticity Volume II
Structures
associated (SA) I/I/4-2-5
dissipative I/I/2-3,5-10
non-linear I/I/4-16-20: I/Chapter 6
orthotropic III/7/8/9
real (SR) I/I/4-2,5-10
representation of III/I/5-10
types of I/I/2-2
vibration I/Chapter 2
Subsonic flow
comparison with experiment II/I/10-6,9-19,35
three-dimensional theory II/Chapter 3
two-dimensional theory II/I/2-20-27
Superposition
integral II/I/6
principle II/I/68
Supersonic flow
comparison with experiment II/I/10-43-7
derivatives II/I/30-32
general considerations II/I/115
piston theory III/I/4/7
three-dimensional theory II/I/42-3:
II/Chapter 5
two-dimensional theory II/I/28-33: II/I/10-14
Support, models III/I/19: III/I/52: IV/I/57:
IV/I/66
Support, structure
ground tests IV/I/8,9: IV/I/214
see also Suspension
Surface integrals II/I/3-9
Surface methods III/I/30-32,40: III/I/14
Surface theory III/I/16: III/I/73
Suspension (ground testing) II/I/50-72
Sweepback effect
on approximate formulae V/I/6,12,24-6,29,32
on bending oscillations V/I/5-10,11,15
on body-freedom flutter V/I/242
on buzz V/I/50
on derivatives II/I/1-30
on dynamic pressure V/I/2,3
on lateral control V/I/7-9
on loss of lift V/I/5
on negative damping V/I/9-10
on panel flutter III/I/52,21,22,39,41
on, root bending moment V/I/3,4
on static aeroelastic phenomena III/I/2-3,
5-6,16,19
on wing flutter V/I/5-15,24-29,31
Sweep wing
experiments II/I/10-24,28,46,50
two-dimensional treatment II/I/18
Swirl I/I/8/11-12
Tabs
dampers V/I/29
'dual-safe V/I/29
flutter V/Chapter 3: V/I/47-54,66-71
grounded III/I/5,15,16
hinge moment II/I/1,33,34
mass-balancing V/I/38
servo III/I/5,15,16
spring V/I/6/2,39: III/I/1,7,8: III/I/5,14-16:
V/I/39: V/I/53
types V/I/25
Tachometer IV/I/210
Tail surfaces
derivatives II/I/11-60-63
main surface flutter V/I/6,11-28,58-60
static aeroelastic phenomena III/I/2-30:
III/I/34
Tailplanes
all-moving III/I/2: III/I/57: IV/I/6-7:
V/I/4-15-21
effect on body-freedom flutter V/I/242
error in flutter calculations III/I/22
flutter analysis III/I/5-7
ground resonance tests III/I/122
see also T-tail
Tanks
liquid dynamics I/Chapter 8
tip II/I/16-3-6: III/I/18-25: III/I/2,4,55
Taper, structural I/I/9
Taper ratio effect
on derivatives II/I/11-27,30,40
on flutter V/I/2-13-15: V/I/6,14-18,26,33,34
Weber number 1/8/70
Wedge profiles
  comparison of theory with experiment II/10/16,18
  hypersonic flow II/9/46-9
  oscillating II/9/23-7
Weight functions II/3/19-24
Weighting methods III/2/33-6
Weissing method III/2/49
Wing flutter III/Chapter 9
Wielandt's method III/4S/17-19,25: III/6/19
Wind tunnel tests
  comparison with theory II/Chapter 10
  derivatives II/11/27-30: IV/Chapter 5
  high-speed IV/6/9-20
  low-speed IV/6/20
  media other than air IV/6/24-5
techniques IV/Chapter 7: IV/Chapter 8
  see also Models
Wind tunnels
  blow-down IV/7/6,20: IV/8/4,11
  interference II/10/1,10,40-41: IV/5/53-4:
  IV/7/13: IV/9/11-12
  operation IV/8/3-4
  resonance II/10/11
Wind-induced vibrations V/5/25
Wing theory Volume II
Wing tips
  effect of shape on flutter V/2/9-10
Wing-body combinations
  sonic theory II/4/78-98
  slender II/7/14-16,48-61

Wings
  arrow-head II/5/14,36-8: II/10/25-8
  comparison of theory with experiment
  II/2/14: II/Chapter 10
  cropped delta II/7/24-5,58-61
  deformation II/1/10-18
  delta
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